Sinking velocity of sub-millimeter microplastic.
Sinking experiments were conducted using irregularly shaped polyamide (PA), polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) particles sized 6 to 251 μm. Certified PS spheres were used to validate experiments and showed that the effect of particle size on terminal sinking velocity is well reproduced by the method. As expected sinking velocities of irregularly shaped particles were considerably lower than theoretical values for spheres of the same size range calculated via several approximations available in the literature. Despite the influence of particle shape, the dependence of terminal sinking velocity on particle size can reasonably well be described by a quadratic linear regression, with an average determination of 63%. To generalize results we present a model that predicts terminal sinking velocity as a function of particle size and particle excess density over the fluid. Improving the predictive power of this model requires further experiments with a range of particle characteristics.